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Abstract. Dantzig’s inductive algorithm is one of the be *t solutions to findl all shortest distances 
in a graph. A change in the order of computations makes it possible to improve that algorithm 
by exploiting nonexistent arcs. 
0. Introduction 
Finding shortest distances in a graph seems to be am i.nexhaustive 
source cbf papers, for the problem is basic in many 0.R. fields. Tha:re are 
two main aspects of the problem, depending on whether one wanl:s the 
shortest distance for each pair of nodes, or simply the shortest dietances 
from one fixed origin. The present paper is related I the fir:;t aspect ’ : 
building the so-called “resolution matrix” of the graph. 
Best solutions seem to be Floyd’s algorithm [ 51 and Dan1 zig’s -n- 
ductive algorithm [ 11, about which Dreyfus is rather pessimistic: “The 
Dan tzig algorithm”, he salts, “seemingly Cannot exploit nonexistent arcs 
in a manner similar to Floyd’s” [4]. Fortunately, it can “seemingly” ex- 
ploit them better than Floyd’s. In the improved version we preserlt here, 
it does even save more programming loops than by only explloiting non-0 
existent arcs. 
1 When the origin is fixed, best algorithms eem to be those of Dantzig et al. [:I] as revised by 
Dreyfus in [ 41, and of Yen [ 8 ] ; in a speci:.l case, Roy’s [ 61, and, when all arcs are nonne- 
gative, Dijkstra’s 131 as improved by Yen 
1. The original Dantzig algo 
,Xi andxj bein 
nodes in Gl* - 1 : 
(i) Any shortest path from .~i to x, in G” is either the arc (.~i, X, ) 
or a shortest path from xi to a certain Xk’ ,k’ < m, in Cm -I followed 
by (Q’, x, )- 
(ii) Similarly, any shortest Iath from X, to Xj in Gm is either the arc 
(Xm 9.$) or a shortest path froin a certain xk ,@, k” < m, to .Y.~ in 
preceded by (Xm , xk”). 
(iii) Since Gm-’ has no negative circuit, any negative circuit in Cm 
passes through x,~ .So that there exists i < m such that the shortest 
distances from Xi to Xm and from Xm to xi in Cm have a negative sum. 
(iv) The shortest path from xi to x1 in G” is either the same as in 
G”-“ or the sequence ofboth shortest paths from xi to x, and from 
Xm t0 Xi in G” . 
These retiiarks lead to the following: Set d:l = 0 and then for sn = 2 
through ~1, execute steps I-4: 
s’tep 1. Compute d& = lJ!$tn (dz - ’ + akm ), i = 1) 2, ...b m-1. (Since 
aii is assumed to be 0, so does d:$-’ if GmB1 has no neg; +ive 
circuit, which is assumed by step 3.) 
step 2. Computedgi= min (atak +dg-l),j= 1,2,...,m-1. 
1<k<m 
Step 3. Ensure that d& + dzi > 0 for each i = 1,2, . . . . m-l (if not, 
tit , l -*, r’, ..I) n2 is a 1;sgati.e circuit: stop) and let d&n = 0. 
Step 4. For eacfh i, \?a 5 x i c*i m, for each j, 1 <, j < In, compute: dr = 
min(dz -l, d$ 1. d$). 
2. Improvement of the ;tIgosithm 
dg2 (0) and d:,(O) being assumed to be infinite ;it the beginning of the 
iteration, steps, 1and 2 can be replaced by: 
3. Proof 
3.1. Explsliting nsnexisterr t arcs 
Let us look more act at steps I and 2 in Dantzfg’s aC 
The detail of step 1 can ten as follows: 
Step 1. For i = 1, . . . . med$(O)==,andfork= l,..., m-l, 
compute dg (k) = min (d$ (k- ), d$ 1 + akm i, where d& (k) 
and dK (k- 1) are stored at the same place, and drk = d$$ne - 1). 
Fork= 1 , . . . . m-l, the meaning of di”, (k) is dz (k) = I 
min (d$- ’ + akem I 1 C k’s k), so that the programming loops over 1 and 
k can be exchanged, thus giving a new step 1: 
Step l’.Assumed&(O)=~fori= l,...,m-l.Thenfork= lrr..9nr--I. 
i= 1 , . . . . m- 1, compute dg (k) =: min(dG (k- I ), d8-l + akm ). 
We see that if+, is infinite, d$- 1 + @km cannot be Eess than 
dg (k- l), so that for any i, d& (k) = dg (k- 1). Si~q 
same place in the memory, it l‘&ans t 
that value of k, and the programming 1 
same thing happens to the 
Finally, both major loops 
2 Conventionnaly, a = = and b = OQ -a I: b. 
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scheme of 5 2, except for tests “if akm 2 drln (k- 1)” md “if 
apnk > dzk(k- 1)” that Should -2 replaced by ‘ if akm is infinite” and 
“if a, k is infinite”‘. 
3.2. Saving more loops 
Suppose that for a given k, akm 2 d&, (k- 1). If akm is infinite, the 
loop over i is to be skipped. If alem is finite, so is d& (k-l), and there is 
a k’; 1 5 k’ < k, such that drm (k- 1) = drkT’ + ak’m 5 akm . Then 
so that dg (k) = dg (k-- l), exactly as if Qkm were infinite. The deep 
reason for that is obvious: if we have yet found a better path Pkm from 
k to m than the a.rc (.$, Xl, ), this arc can be dropped from F without 
any damage for tlhe shortest distances. 
4. Some practicaf remarks 
4.1. Routing matrix 
If one needs only one shortest path for each pair of nodes, it is in- 
teresting to develop a “routing matrix” [$I during the computation, 
$ being the node following i cm the shortest path from i to j. In this 
case, “;f tiknl 2 dr:, ” (resp. “if a& >_ r$, “) can be replaced by “if 
tit* + tTz”(resp. ‘*if TEk # k”). (In case of a tie, the loop will be skipped 
or not, whether one accepts or not to change ?& , resp. rW k, when 
akm = drnl ., rf%p. a, k = dg k ). Therefore, [ali] and [dii] can be stored 
at the same place. 
4.2. Step 4. 
Suppose that G has no circuit: its nodes can be assigned numbers 
from 1 thrlough 12, such that (Xi, xi) E F * i < j; then, 
i l : i =+ d# = 00, Xn other cases, if the nodes are given numbers in a “nor- 
mal” way (i.e., i > i for some arcs (Xi, xi), it can be expected that there 
are more infinite elements in line m of [df ] than in column ~2. So it 
may be recommended in step 4 to perform the major loop over j rather 
than over i. (When d’” mj = 00, one stips the minor loop.) 
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5. Conclusion 
Though the upper computational bounds have not been reduced, we 
think that computing time is greatly improved %r most practical prob- 
lems. 
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